
POLICE DAV PUBLIC SCHOOL, LUDHIANA. 

CLASS LKG SESSION 2024-2025 

FUN AND FROLIC ACTIVITIES 

 

Holidays are full of cheer, Lots to learn when kids are here. 

We can paint and we can play, Happy times, hooray, hooray! 

Books and stories, songs to sing, every day new fun they bring. 

Holidays are bright and gay, Smiles and laughter all the way! 

Dear Parents, 

Let's have 'summer break' for our kids. It is the time for enjoyment 
and if this time is used for some creative work it becomes a 
learning experience. So we have planned some meaningful and 
creative work. Do ensure that the child is involved in the given 
work under your guidance and observance. 



. 
 

 

 

 

 

My Family My World. Create a home/family scene on paper 
and paste it on handmade frame with the help of waste 
material easily available at home (as shown in the picture). 
Use your own creativity. 

 

 



Pot making Activity

 
 
Grow, grow, grow a plant starting with the seed. Give it soil sun and 
water that's all you need. 

1. Collect waste material like empty oil cans,plastic bottles etc. 
2. Paint and decorate it wellas shown in the above sent pictures. 
3. Plant a sapling in it and water it daily. 
4. Watch it growing into beautiful plant. 

 
 
Summer snapshots 
Take picture ofthe joyful moments of the diverse activities that 
your child engaged into during this summer break. Create a collage 
of these pictures. Collage must be of A3 size. 
 

 



 
Lets have fun( Letters & Numbers) 
 

 
 

Take any A4 sheet and Mother will write the numbers (1-9) 
and letters (a-h) on it. Students will decorate it with 
pompoms, buttons, stones etc to make it colourful. 
Roll no. 1-26 : Numbers (1-9)  
Roll no. 27-52 : Letters (a-h) 
 
 
Breathe, Believe and achieve on yoga mats. 
Yoga is an invaluable gift from our ancient tradition and offers 
holistic approach that is valuable not only to our health but also to 
our wellbeing.   
Click beautiful photographs doing yoga with your parents/siblings. 
Take out the printouts of different poses of yoga and paste on A4 
sheets and send it after vacation.  
Attire: White T-shirt with comfortable lower 
 

 



 

Summer bonanza 
(Week wise Activities) 
Week 1: Draw and colour the fruits which you eat at home 
every day on decorated A4 sheet. 
 
Week 2: Draw and colour the vegetables which you eat at 
home every day on decorated A4 sheet. 
 
Week 3: Create summer clothes with clay and paste it on 
decorated A4 sheet.  
 
Week 4: Clay Art – Make 5 emojis' expressing different 
gestures using clay. Paste these emojis' on A4 size drawing 
sheet then paste that sheet on a card board. 

 
 

 


